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Demystifying
Customer Experience

There is no universal checklist to follow to guarantee good customer experience - your business is unique and so are
your customers. However, we have identified some key aspects that drive successful CX across many industries.

The definition of Customer Experience by the book is:

CX is how a customer or an end-user perceives the products
and/or services provided by the brand.

Brands these days are bending backward to make their customer stay interested in their
product. But in a competitive world, one can anticipate but not always can manage to stay in
limelight. Customer’s feelings can move from ‘Excited’ to ‘Happy’ to ‘Apathy’ and fall to
‘Disappointment’ in no time. But the reason is not always clear. Well, at least not to those who do
not have access to 360° insights.
Before we go any further, let me clarify the three terms that are often interchangeably used by
media to describe the same context. They are – Customer Service, Customer Experience, and
User Experience.
Customer Service means helping the customer by answering their questions. These questions
could be asked before or after the purchase. A Customer may bump into a service executive at
various levels of the product life cycle and their primary duties can range from ensuring a great
buying experience to tutoring how-to-use to troubleshooting when a problem arises. It can be
measured in response rate, resolution rate, average reply time, etc. User Experience is a term
that gained popularity in the digital world. Even though it is still applicable for physical goods, UX
is predominantly used for describing customer’s interaction with an application, tool, or
website. Ease of navigation, solution relevance kind of elements determine it. UX can be
measured in error rate, clicks to completion, abandonment rate, bounce rate, cost per
conversion, etc.
Now, Customer Experience is the sum of all contacts (aforementioned and other ways) by a
customer and his/her feeling about it. Customers’ experience with the brand at every
touchpoint determines their following up with the brand afterward. All these elements are
uniquely different but complement each other in order to improve the loyalty of a customer
towards the brand.
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Honesty, it is no rocket science these days to track and
monitor how a customer feels about the business’ offering.
But what will make their experience better and how to
achieve it is the discussion today.
Just as every product innovation and development team rightly insists on, ‘Strategy’ is important
to define what and how a higher level of customer experience can be achieved. A good CX
strategy flows right through the overarching business goals. Customer-centricity cannot be
achieved through a CX strategy if it is not a prime objective of the company’s goals. It will clash
with the business mission and eventually fail to gain traction or support. While you find common
grounds with business objectives, it is also important to identify the customers’ needs and
demands. A practical assessment of the customer’s expectations and internal capabilities is a
must. Acquiring customer feedback from various channels is one way. But listing the flaws and
features your customers did not like and having an open dialogue with front-line employees
gives a better insight. This practice shall shape the list of customer experience principles. Every
new experience, product, or feature should be reviewed against these principles.
After having a clear and realistic CX vision and listing down the CX principles, it will be time to
identify strategic priorities and their key enablers. The enablers are anything that will help the
teams focus on the immediate initiative. For example, a one-stop dashboard, governance
system, employee engagement, or upskilling programs. A continuous feedback loop will be in
place so, the leaders who act as CX transformation agents should guide the ad-hoc activities
to bring order to chaos. Though the framework is narrated from top tier to bottom, the enablers
act as a foundation for the whole CX efforts. Have a look at its pictorial representation.

Brand Vision

Brand Purpose

Brand Mission

Brand Goals
CX Vision

Initiative
Enabler
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Let us look at the key aspects that drive successful Customer Experience.

Culture
We just talked about how well-aligned Business objectives can accelerate the CX strategy.
Similarly, customer-centricity can be achieved faster through employee-centricity. Every
initiative will be pursued as a unified force-of-nature. Constant internal, as well as external
marketing, helps. Internal marketing should promote the benefits of great customer experience
to keep the workforce motivated. The external marketing should focus on informing consumers
what kind of experiences they can expect in the immediate next improvements. A mismatch
between customer expectation and delivered value will result in an unhappy customer.
Tweaking a successful entrepreneur saying - ‘Stimulate your employees enough and they’ll take
care of your customers.

Customer Touch Points

Whether a human-interactive one or a digital one, a customer touchpoint is an instance where
the customer would form a long-lasting impression (good or bad) of the brand. Digital-age
customers do not like touchpoints being isolated. They prefer an omnichannel experience that
creates integrated communication. Many businesses have learned it the hard way in the last
few years. Periodical assessments to discover weak links, strong points, and even finding
opportunities to create new kinds of touchpoints will all help businesses to improve the
customer experience. An internal culture that has matured beyond hierarchies and broke
departmental silos can foster such practices. It is an operational as well as a cultural shift.

Periodical assessments to discover weak links, strong
points, and even finding opportunities to create new kinds
of touchpoints will all help businesses to improve the
customer experience. An internal culture that has matured
beyond hierarchies and broke departmental silos can
foster such practices. It is an operational as well as a
cultural shift.

Customer Journey and Insights

Today’s multi-touchpoint, multichannel, always-on, hypercompetitive consumer markets, the
average customer interacts with various touchpoints like the product customer service, sales
staff, marketing material, and virtual assistants. But capturing or focussing on only one
touchpoint will lead to a siloed database that will be far away from the unified bigger picture
AKA omnichannel monitoring. So, the company should wear a wire throughout the customer’s
journey and capture the intel.
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Packaging
An ideal product packaging should elevate all semantics (ergonomic, technical, and
communicative) and communicate the brand’s message. With the growing complexities of
applications and customer touchpoints, the customer’s first moment of truth may go wrong.
This applies to both the service and product sectors. The combination of functions, information,
and features should entice the customer to take a positive decision. We often assume the
Packaging is a two-dimensional concept – quality and quantity. But there is a third dimension,
speed. End of the day, those who could parcel something reliable fast and release faster wins.
A growing number of organizations use quality management as a strategic foundation for
generating a competitive advantage and improving firm performance. Our experts say a good
way to look at 98% reliability rate is 2% error.
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Legacy to Cloud Transformation
– When and How?
Increased digital demand, remote working, COVID, scalability issues are just some of the reasons that have made
businesses look for the cloud migration option.

On-premise IT operations are costly and buying and maintaining infrastructure, training staff, and updating software
regularly is often difficult for most small and mid-sized businesses.
That being said, there are risks involved with migrating data to the cloud. Therefore, companies looking to make a move
have to consider many factors for loss-free data migration.

Customer expectations have never been higher. In today’s times, nearly every built software is
expected to have new features once in a while to meet the end-user’s rising demands. If you
test often, you can deliver often. This means, if you can get feedback from your customers often,
you can enhance your products often. There is a deep link between your competitiveness and
your development/operations flexibility. Competitiveness is a key to business success, and it is
the result of many factors like the smoothness and flexibility of the business’ IT operations and
development. Hence, establishing an IT environment that is effective, better performing,
secured yet pocket-friendly is desired. Considering the speed and accuracy expected by
customers, Cloud-native application development/migration is placed at the heart of nearly
every Digital Business Transformation strategy. Cloud Transformation is believed to enable
businesses to accelerate their growth by providing the right approaches and tools.
That said, some organizations may retain old systems even though they are built based on
outdated technology. While these old, legacy systems are a burden, they cannot just disappear
since they are critical to the respective business operations. For reasons like convenience,
scalability, and remote enablement; Cloud looks like a solution for modern computing.

So, when is the right time to initiate Cloud Transformation?

In his recent eBook about rearchitecting legacy platforms for better digital business, Ananth
Vinnakota who heads Engineering and Digital Transformation said ‘Market forces such as
Consumerism, Hyper-personalization, Digitization, Social-Mobile-Analytics-Cloud (AKA the
SMAC stack) demand changes in organizations across all processes. Legacy code cannot
support the accelerating pace of business world change.’
Ananth mentioned, future customers would expect every digital business to provide everything
in an ‘as-a-service’ model and businesses that are hanging on to their legacy systems might
have to fight a battle of survival. He also said performance of the platform and integrations of
other technologies is almost impossible with legacy systems. Adding to his thoughts, here are a
few more aspects of outdated systems that screams for help.
Legacy systems can be efficient doing their bit, but they can be exposed to crashes any time. For instance,
IRS (Internal Revenue Service) could not process the electronically filed tax returns (nearly 14 million

submissions) on Tax Day 2018, said there was a computer glitch and had to extend the deadline for 2 more
days. Many experts suspect the six-decade-old IT systems might have something to do with it.
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Aged IT systems might look basic but there are many hidden costs for running and maintaining legacy
systems. Believe it or not, the US Federal government had to spend 80% of their 2019 IT budget on Operations & Maintenance since they detected efficiency, cybersecurity, and mission risk complications. It is
time to check your IT expenditure percentage of your revenue.

While legacy application migration to cloud is growing to be one of the biggest trends in 21st century,

business across verticals are re-thinking their models and offerings to reach their customer expectations
and be relevant. Business who turned out to be Digital Failures do not seem to last long. Cloud computing

is believed to improve competitive advantage and the scope to innovation. Over the last few years we
have also seen many companies are showing willingness in migrating to public cloud.

Many practitioners say - if your legacy application is posing a challenge, the immediate
solution is not to Replace it. Modernization need not be an All-or-nothing affair. Without a cloud
transformation roadmap, organization's efforts could go waste. The best practice is to identify
the problem, choosing the right computing method to solve it, analyze the consequences of
implementing it, and dealing with one business challenge at a time.

At Qentelli, our client portfolio is so diverse that we
continuously research and formulate customized cloud
transformation strategies for each. Every client’s story,
business challenge, business logic, IT structure & database
structures are different so one-size certainly does not fit all.
The only common thing across the implementations is to
offer breakthrough CX, accelerate their innovation cycles,
and achieve unprecedented responsiveness.

In this article, we share with you a few legacy systems transformation strategies we
recommend to companies moving from legacy applications to the cloud. These are the
practices for smoother application transformation to cloud and avoid cloud transformation
challenges.

The 6 R's of Cloud Migration
A huge part of Cloud-native Transformation is the shift in technologies employed in development and operations. Therefore, legacy application migration to cloud is a critical step. To
make the most out of the possibilities of cloud native and become a truly digital enterprise, it is
important to have the right application transformation strategy in place. If you are moving your
data center to the cloud, your cloud transformation strategy is most likely be one of the following options that we discuss.
Built upon the 6 R's outlined by Richard Watson for a Gartner report in 2011, AWS designed these
six different migration strategies in 2016. This is the list of the 6 R's:
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At Qentelli, we always analyze the client’s Status Quo and suggest legacy systems transformation strategies that are driven by their actual business strategies. Building cloud strategy leadership is a major aspect of the Digital Transformation journey. Even though AWS originated and
outlined these strategies in their own way, they can (and have to) be used with other cloud providers and different environments to suite the unique requirements. For example, adopting an
‘As-a-service’ model for the back-office tools and end computing technologies can help some
businesses to stay away from vendor lock-in, some will have to revisit their systems to check
their appetite for new capabilities and understand the migration opportunities.
Depending on the data center, software architecture, and existing licensing arrangements, a
company can outline a plan and a strategy to migrate legacy to the cloud. Let us look at some
of the cloud migration strategies in detail and understand the right time to go with respective
approach.

Re-host (Lift-and-shift)

This cloud transformation strategy involves moving the application to the cloud without any
significant changes. The digital-native businesses and their applications might incline towards
exploiting the Cloud-native capabilities. But if the large-scale, legacy, never-been-on-cloud
systems are looking for scaling opportunities, they would most probably want to be migrated
through re-hosting. It may not always be the ideal and efficient choice of application transformation, but it takes lesser time and fewer resources to move the legacy system to a modern
open system platform.
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Re-platform (Lift-tinker-and-shift)
This legacy transformation approach is also known as Lift-and-shape.
Some legacy systems are not well structured to move to the cloud; however, one can perform
some optimizations without changing the application core before moving it to the cloud. Some
applications that are already on cloud might consider this strategy to move the core system to
a fully managed platform. (e.g., AWS, Google Cloud Platform, Oracle, Salesforce, etc.)
A typical example is moving an on-prem database to cloud-managed data stores or emulating the application through a compatible virtual machine on the cloud.

Re-factor/Re-architect (Cloud-native)
This approach is about redesigning how the application is architected. Rearchitecting typically
implements cloud-native features. This strategy can also be achieved after an initial migration
using re-platforming or re-hosting strategies. Since refactoring costs are high, a typical use
case here is partial refactoring: Specific parts of the application can be refactored to take
advantage of the cloud platform.
One may use this cloud transformation strategy when they can provide the financial means to
refactor (partially or totally) their platforms.

Choosing the Right Cloud Transformation Strategy
Each cloud transformation strategy has its own advantages but also has limitations
and weaknesses. This is the reason why we practice an exercise of assessing the
application stack and current staffing levels to determine the best approach. Some
strategies such as Re-factoring imply moving from a Monolithic architecture to a
Service-oriented architecture, and in many cases, the business continuity can be
dependent on this. Preferring this alternative is usually driven by a business need to
scale or add new features that are hard or impossible to implement in the legacy
system.
At the same time, this cloud transformation strategy remains the most expensive. Even
if you have a good product-market fit, reskilling your current technical talents, and
adapting them to the cloud-native ecosystem is critical to your business continuity.
Certainly, a successful Cloud-native journey can start after achieving another strategy
like Re-hosting.
This strategy is useful only if you want to migrate legacy to the cloud quickly. It can be
easier than Re-architecting and has quick wins. This is the reason why one should be
able to ascertain the applications that can be moved first to the cloud.
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Cloud Transformation - Possible Risks and Pitfalls
Moving to the cloud is not the ultimate goal, but it should be considered as a tool to boost your
business productivity and ensure its continuity. Running some or most of the workloads on the
cloud doesn't mean that legacy transformation was done right. The new infrastructure may
encounter some uncertainties and struggle after discovering some hidden pitfalls. There are
some questions to ask before deciding, and they can be related to teams, cloud provider(s),
applications, data, and costs.
What level of support does your team need? Cloud providers offer different levels of paid support; some of them may be expensive. In addition to the support cost, managed cloud services
costs and pricing models may vary from one cloud to another.
Therefore, a comparison between cloud providers is essential. Some vendors may offer lower
prices but can push you into vendor-lock before you even realize.
Costs should not be the only criterion, performance and high availability are as important as
reducing your production and operation costs. Choosing a cloud vendor also has technical
impacts on your team and influences your future staffing decisions. To anticipate any problem,
reskilling your team and preparing them should be at the center of your cloud transformation
strategy. Your organization must have enough knowledge to maintain and evolve your application stack and ensure its continuity in a new environment.
Take the example of determining which part of your data is sensible and how sensitive it is; think
about how it is handled in the cloud. Make sure that your team has enough technical and legal
knowledge to manage how your data migration should be done.

The Don’ts of Cloud Transformation Strategy
Migration from legacy systems to cloud can be painful to some businesses when the wrong decisions are

taken. We noticed that some companies motivate some choices by a specific business purpose, while
some or most of the other uses can be ignored.

Legacy application migration to cloud without deeply comparing the different cloud offers is a common
mistake. Your business needs and how applications are manufactured and managed by your cloud
vendor may diverge with time.

Starting your cloud transformation journey without a business purpose may exacerbate the
consequences. Also, migrating all your applications and data at once, does not make your company
cloud-native, you should be cloud-ready before.

Cloud transformations are anything but straight-forward, it is not about accomplishing some tasks in a

checklist. With all the elements that revolve around the different choices and strategies for cloud migration
and efficient transformations, doing everything on your own may harm your business continuity.

Applications and data are getting complex. While focusing on your business value is critical to your

customers, becoming cloud-native, and achieving your cloud transformation objectives is as important as
the other business aspects.

Engaging with a cloud strategy consulting partner like Qentelli eliminates any risk in overcoming your cloud
transformation challenges and grants you more time and energy to focus on your core business values.

Cloud Application Migration is not an easy decision to take. It does not always result in
Infrastructure modernization. Cloud Transformation initiative directly impacts on various
business components. Optimization is the key factor to modernize legacy systems and
overcoming cloud transformation challenges.
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Top 5 tips to move from
Quality Assurance to
Quality Engineering Organization
A transition to Quality Engineering is important for any technology organization. But, it doesn’t have to be difficult!

Over years, the software delivery space has evolved and has almost been revolutionized, all
thanks to Agile and DevOps. With wide access to tools & technologies, the race has shifted from
‘Ship your Products Faster’ to ‘Raise the Quality Bar’ in every release. So the next big thing is
Quality. This pestered quality teams to try modern ways of testing but they don’t seem enough
now. Because what was ‘modern’ at one point becomes old when it cannot meet the current
needs.
Quality is a differentiator, and QA teams are not able to keep up to speed with the Development
teams. So how organizations can stay ahead in testing, especially when Quality is at stake? In
Agile and DevOps, a holistic Quality Engineering program should replace old approaches of
sparse and inconsistent Automated testing.
This gap between practicing Agile & DevOps and implementing Quality Engineering practices
owns to a lack of Automation Strategy and Skills.
Organizations can tackle this gap by better preparation & dovetailing Quality Engineering with
fast-paced Development Practices. In this article, we look at tips on moving the needle from
being a Quality Assurance Organization to a Quality Engineering Organization.

95%

of organizations are practicing
Agile on some level

Despite this positive trend, Agile Testing practices have seen limited growth.

03%

03%

of organizations have increased

decrease in Pair Programming,

Automated acceptance testing

Test-Driven Development,

& Behavior-Driven Development

Source: The 14th Annual State of AgileTM Report
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Define an Automation Strategy
Transitioning from scarce and inconsistent testing to wholesome QE requires a shift in strategy.
As the QE trajectory is increasingly leaning towards Automation, there are a lot of moving parts
for an organization to consider. The most important areas are – People, Process, and Tools.

For framing an Automation Strategy – People are the biggest
area of focus as they are the adopters and torchbearers of
Automation. As technology is fast becoming a commodity,
People create the winning difference in QE Strategy aka X
Factor. QE strategy depends on how well leaders frame,
communicate and lead the strategy. It also depends on the
skills of testing teams as they play a hands-on role in
testing and rolling out digital products and services. This
makes skills enhancement crucial for organizations
prepping for the transformation.
In QE, automating processes is the answer to improving velocity and at the same time eliminate errors that occur due to manual intervention. With DevOps, organizations need to establish QE processes with Shift Left mentality, Automated Quality Assurance, Automation tools, and
Continuous Integration to ensure quality from the beginning. This makes embedding QE in Agile
and DevOps an urgent action item for organizations. Defining processes and adhering to them
help in creating patterns across the organization to determine what is working and the impact
of the QE program. Automated processes establish the same communication language across
the organization making it a whole-team language and initiative.
Although People create the biggest difference, the selection of the right tool gives an extra
edge against the competition. Various tools claiming to do similar things crowd the testing
landscape. Mapping these tools against the Testing Quadrants (Read on to find out more about
them) is a good starting point but can be overwhelming. This clouds the decision about selecting the right tools and integrating them in current tool chain. Most of the tool selection decisions
get highly influenced by vendor marketing, team members’, and self-intuition. It is a good
approach to clear the confusion by appointing specialized Quality Engineering consultants to
lead the end-to-end QE program by using cutting-edge tools, modern engineering practices,
and proprietary testing frameworks.

Get the Test Automation Basics right
As Quality battle intensifies, Quality Assurance and Test Automation practices will become
ever-more integrated into the QE. Set up Automated QA and Test Automation by categorizing
all existing tests into Testing Quadrants and execute them per Testing Pyramid. Testing Quadrants and Pyramid not only provide the right Automated QA framework but also helps in making
the right testing decisions.
It is important to note that out of the four testing quadrants, only Q3 tests are manual because
they are business-facing and product critique tests. These are usability and exploratory tests to
understand and improve user-experience, explore potential usability issues, with the objective
Feb 2021
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of providing a superior user experience. Human instincts, critical thinking, and observation are
crucial in business tests putting them under the manual category. However, some processes
like setting up test scenarios, generating test data, and analyzing results can be automated in
Q3. By building on these two basics, organizations can start on the path of exponential QE.

Ideal Test Pyramid
Functional Tests (GUI)
Developers & QA Team

API Tests

Developers & QA Team

Integration Tests
Developers

Component Tests
Developers

UnitTests
Developers

Cost / Effort

Time

Image Source: Adopted from Succeeding with Agile, Mike Cohn

Testing Quadrants
Business Facing
Manual
Exploratory Tests
Scenarios
Usability Testing
UAT (User Acceptance Testing)
Alpha / Beta

Functional Tests
Examples
Story Tests
Prototypes
Simulations
Q2 Q3
Q1 Q4

Unit Tests
Component Tests

Performance & Load Testing
Security Testing
“ility” Testing

Automated

Critique Product

Supporting the team

Automated & Manual

Tools

Technology Facing
Image Source: Adapted from Agile Testing: A Practical Guide for Testers and Agile Teams, Lisa Crispin and Janet Gregory
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Leveraging the Agile values and principles
Applying Agile values and principles to Quality Engineering practices build a firm and unshakeable foundation. Organizations should work with testing teams to help them adopt Engineering
best practices comfortably. It is important to Keep Things Simple while applying Automation. For
identifying simple tests or tasks, notice small and critical signals in terms of test ROI, implementation, manual intervention, and pain areas.
Another important Agile value is Adopting Shorter Iterations for testing like coding practices. It
helps teams to regroup and respond faster to any condition of instability and fluctuation. Testing is crucial to bring the right product to the market with the right quality, so Take Time to select
the right tools and establish the right practices. It is very important to educate testers about
good test design & development methods and implement them. Many organizations skip this
area and rush into Automation, ultimately failing the whole initiative.
With Automation, there is no silver bullet and hence, teams need to Learn while Doing.
Automation can be exciting in the beginning, but it is a trial-and-error process. Teams should
keep patience and take the lessons forward transitioning from Continuous Testing to
wholesome QE. This transition is a time-taking effort and requires Whole-team Approach
involving everyone right from testers to developers and Business users. In fact, the progress in
Codeless Test Automation is reinventing Testing function by making business teams integral to
testing function.

Right Tools add value to QE Automation

We have mentioned Tools as one of the core focus areas in Automation strategy. The Test
Automation tools landscape is so vast that it is increasingly becoming a decision-roadblock.
Organizations and testing teams should take one tool at a time, match their pain areas with the
solutions offered, do a trial run, evaluate results, and then include it in the plan. The right tool
should also fit into the team’s existing development infrastructure. While every Automation tool
offers their playbooks, there is no playbook for teams, as every teams’ structure and
applications are unique.

Metrics Matter
If organizations implement QE practices but do not have the metrics to prove it, it will be considered as a misspending or a failed initiative. As organizations seek to embark on QE journey by
automating QA and testing practices, measuring the right metrics and how it has improved is
important. Metrics can be the guideposts to get teams back on track if there are any deviations.
Metrics help testing teams and businesses to track the testing cycle progress within each iteration or release. If a testing team’s objective is to increase their code coverage by 10% in every
Automation cycle, it is a good way to track the progress and remove barriers, if any.
With SDLC generating tons of data at each stage, measuring and reviewing metrics concerning
business goals is a tall order for any organization. The newly fashioned digital products require
keeping a continuous tab on QE metrics for unparalleled customer experience. We recommend
home-grown and highly customizable testing frameworks to achieve this. Qentelli’s
home-grown AI infused framework, TED – The Engineering Dashboard, gives you the ability to
have your entire SDLC metrics in one place for better decision making.
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The winning move is Quality
If there is any time to take Quality seriously, it is today. For the
software-driven industry, DevOps has created momentum
to push digital products out of the door with no signs of slowing down. For an enterprise to derive the actual Agile and
DevOps benefits, QE is the way forward. Organizations must
redouble their efforts to prepare for the QE revolution.
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Scaling Digital Transformation
for Small & Medium Enterprises
Digital transformation has a significant impact on the SME business and its ecosystem. It rebuilds business strategy by
leveraging modern technologies like big data, cloud, mobile, machine learning, and artificial intelligence acting at the
nexus of next-gen enterprise solutions. Given their issues, how can SME businesses adapt to this ongoing revolution?

SMEs are utilizing cutting-edge technologies such as DevOps, Automation, Artificial Intelligence,
Machine Learning, etc to remain competitive, nimble, and create more customer value at a
much quicker pace. The benefits of investing in such technologies are available in abundance.
As per research by IDC, the ongoing crisis has advanced digital transformation for over 70% of
the SMEs. While most businesses have started their transformation journeys, only 24% are in the
most advanced stages, with 4% in the digital native stage. 26% of the businesses are still in reactive mode, with no or minimal efforts towards digital transformation.

SMEs are transitioning from start-up to scale-up mode for
digital transformation programs. These businesses have
inherent advantages of flat hierarchies, better leadership
visibility, and quick decisiveness giving them fleetness. But
they lack digital skills, have budget constraints, and
resistant to culture change. Along with these challenges,
their existing digital roadmaps require adaptation to
changing customers’ needs.

SMEs helmed by courageous executives and an insatiable appetite for innovation is well-prepared to take over the future and build resilient business models. The right technology partner
will help overcome challenges & constraints and enable them on the path towards Continuous
Innovation.
At Qentelli, our liquid workforce (highly agile and adaptable to changing business scenarios)
delivers business objectives by aligning and optimizing technological efforts in the right direction. We ensure our clients’ success by going beyond technology adoption and changing the
internal fabric of the organization, enabling deep-rooted people, processes, and cultural
changes. This article talks about how SMEs can overcome scaling challenges by partnering with
the right digital transformation services firm.
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Shortage of digital skills and talent
Building digital businesses require a digitally skilled workforce. According to the World Economic
Forum, the new division of labor between humans, machines, and algorithms will create ~133
million new roles by 2022. With the new roles and the shortage of quality people, there will be
intense competition in acquiring the right digital workforce. Democratization of technologies
has given exceptional capabilities to every organization, and the only differentiator is a digitally
advanced workforce. A combination of technical and business skills like programming and app
development, creative thinking, problem-solving, and negotiating will dominate the SMEs' talent
demands.
SMEs can overcome talent constraints by:
Reskilling and Upskilling existing workforce
Co-Creation & Development Model (Develop the product ‘with the client’ instead ‘for
the client’)
Outsourcing Digital Initiatives

Reskilling and Upskilling can go hand in hand with the other two approaches. With the
combined approach, SMEs can leverage new technologies while continuing legacy operations.
The right technological partner brings the capabilities of a liquid workforce to address new
business demands and the existing workforce can ‘keep the lights on’.

Our liquid workforce operates as a geographically
distributed team to help clients realize the true value of
investments. We adjust our workforce based on business
needs and project requirements. The outsourcing model
presents significant talent & cost benefits, but organizations
should ensure quality from their outsourced technology
partner.

Cultural resistance to change

As teams continue to grow and partner, it is important to sustain and evolve culture. Resistance
towards change is normal. Effective communication is the key to overcoming this resistance.
Culture evolution takes a robust plan to drive the entire organization towards one common
vision. The two-way communication and new ways of working have to be there. Leaders should
establish a clear line of sight to the value that they are going to create for employees, customers, and other shareholders.
Two, it requires a lead by example approach bringing employees together to achieve business
goals using improved processes.
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SMEs are strategically positioned to introduce agility with flatter hierarchies, organization-wide
visibility of leadership, and strong cross-team interactions. Choosing a suitable communication
mode will encourage active participation from employees at each level.

Digital Transformation - What to Communicate?
Put communication machinery in place for educating, communicating, and receiving feedback
from employees.

Communicate ‘North Star’

People, Process, and Technology

Future State

Fail Fast, Learn Faster

Communicate why the organization
is undergoing the future-shaping shift
and set the tone from the top.

Communicate how the future of
business will look like. Use visualization
techniques to present positive
changes.

Communicate about hiring and
reskilling plans, processes to pause
and scale with timelines. Decide
technologies and adoption plans for
employees. Define the most critical
elements in the organization to solve
these needs.

Encourage employees to learn from
current failures and use them as a
base to innovate continuously.

Lack of Budget and Commitment
The profit-driven scaling efforts can make a lasting difference for budget pressed SMEs. The
conversation shifted long ago from ‘cost-center’ to ‘innovation- and profit-center’. SMEs should
move from the traditional technology management approach to a profit-driven approach that
operates as a business within the business. Responsible teams should show tangible numbers
to justify the spending within the defined timelines. This increases leadership commitment
towards scaling efforts with dedicated budgets.

We bring 100+ years of team experience to restructure IT
and technical projects for cost optimization and high
performance. This sharpens focus on realizing profits from
technical investments by accurately monitoring and
measuring the business value it delivers. As a result,
businesses stay firm on their commitment and cost for
scaling the digital transformation plans.
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Towards Cost-Efficient Digital Transformation Plan
Set Strategy And Governance

Centralize, Simplify, & Consolidate

Source Smarter

Cloud Migration

Employ Automation

Benefits Realization

Create a central IT governance. Align
changing technology strategy with
the business strategy.

Outsource application development,
maintenance, and up-gradation
initiatives. Work with a technology
partner to source the appropriate
technologies.

Create self-service capabilities for
application development & internal IT
teams using DevOps.

Simplify the IT environment (cloud
and virtualization) reducing overall
OpEx.

Increase cloud footprint for business
applications. Evaluate, migrate, and
operate apps on the Cloud aka Lift
and Shift Strategy.

Encourage employees to learn from
current failures and use them as a
base to innovate continuously.

Lack of a Digital Roadmap aligned to Businesses
SMEs want to scale transformation efforts around the strategic themes of customer experience,
better supply chains, increasing automation capabilities, and infusing cutting-edge
technologies into the systems. To achieve this, they need lean business capabilities, modern
microlithic platforms, agile teams, and a continuous delivery approach.
Doing everything in-house takes the focus away from core business functions. That’s where a
strategic partner can help in creating and implementing a proper digital roadmap for
exponential business outcomes.

At Qentelli, we frame a robust multi-year digital plan
visualizing how our client’s future business will look like. The
digital plan entails quick-win areas and layer-by-layer
analysis of complex areas needing transformation. It
includes–Objectives, Strategies and Organization, Processes and Governance, Technology, People, and Skills.
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Where Do You Stand in Your Digital Journey?
Starter

Laggards
Reactive organization. None or siloed
digital efforts.

Tactical digital efforts. Disconnected
digital initiatives.

Manual processes with no unified
standards across the organization.

Few automated processes. Struggling
with costs, digital skills, & technologies.

Lack of standard cloud platform.

Limited cloud investments. Focused
on outdated business reporting tools.

Working with legacy technologies.
Risk-averse leadership. Lack of digital
skills.

Challenger

Lack of digital leadership. Imprudent
investments in digital talent..

Advanced

A documented digital strategy with a
backlog of digital initiatives.

Leading the curve with holistic,
long-term strategy and investments.

Costs-optimized automation. Looking
to scale automation and identify
more opportunities.

Fully automated & mature processes.
Receptive to AI/ML technologies.

Using the cloud, agile, and other
technologies.

Significant strides are made in cloud
and analytics adoption. Matured
modern delivery practices.

Technical leadership. Organized
efforts in communicating digital
plans.

Proactive leadership. Digital talent
and skills exist. Agile and adaptable
culture.

The digital transformation journey is unique for every company. Based on the objectives
and how far they are on the maturity index, organizations must re-assess technical
capabilities to scale digital plans. The detailed assessment can uncover opportunities in
these areas:
Running and optimizing the current processes – Drive efficiencies in the existing
business model, faster time to market for current offerings, and improved supply chain.
Transforming the existing processes, products / services – Moving from legacy
technologies to the cloud, re-writing existing applications, app modernization, and
enhancing existing value stream.
Growing your business – Infusing new technologies and capabilities like DevOps and
Agile in application development and offering improved solutions to customers.
Determining avenues for vertical or horizontal growth.
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Lack of necessary technologies
SMEs are using technologies to outpace the competition but unable to realize the full potential.
The reasons are lack of expertise to address the integration challenges of legacy and modern
systems, reaching plateau stages for Agile and DevOps, and unable to exploit the full potential
of Cloud, AI, ML, Big Data, and Analytics.
As SMEs move ahead in their journey, their CIOs are tasked to execute two parallel initiatives at
the same speed: running legacy systems and introducing new technologies for scaling transformation. Qentelli’s digital expertise augments CIO’s capabilities to orchestrate the right mix of
technologies.

Digital
Shift

Building new digital POCs to
transform existing legacy
systems into modern
applications and deliver
value to customers at a
much quicker pace.

Cloud Migration
and Virtualization

Collaborating with vendors
to analyze cloud-readiness
and migrate applications to
cloud, XaaS and other
virtualized services.

Digital
Workforce

Include the digital workforce
in on-going initiatives by
partnering with the right
technological partner. Shift
focus from traditional to
remote-first teams.

Business
Transformation

Using DevOps and CI-CD to
deploy products and
services. Championing the
process and cultural
transformations to achieve
performance over
perfectionism.

Quality
Engineering (QE)

Adapting to the new QE
practices that are pervasive,
real-time, data-driven, and
augmented by AI/ML frameworks.

Let’s Scale Up!

SMEs contribute approximately half towards global GDP and employs two-thirds of the workforce. Their transformation is a high-stake venture for the global economy and the associated
ecosystem. Adding the pandemic to the ever-evolving tech scenario, scaling their digital efforts
is not an option but a survival necessity to ensure business continuity and growth. It is the right
time for leaders to broaden the transformation across the enterprise.
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Risks and Rewards of Digital
Transformation in Retail Sector
There are significant obstacles faced by retailers that embark on a digital transformation journey. Many of these are
technological issues, such as retiring legacy applications, integrating applications using APIs, and consolidating
databases.
However, the real challenge is found in corporate culture and change management issues, which often makes it difficult
to convert digital transformation efforts into business opportunities that produce measurable results.

The widespread disruption driven by economic, consumer and competitor forces, left no
choice to the businesses but to adopt digital technologies to transform how they conduct
business. Retail is no exception. Both physical and electronic retail formats need consistent
systematic future planning to withstand. However, an otherwise smart move towards
modernization can unintentionally expose organizations to a range of unforeseen threats that
must be addressed. In this article, we will discuss some ground-breaking retail digital
transformation initiatives by global retail giants, and their respective results. I promise to
present digital transformation examples that are not only from Amazon, Netflix, or Uber while I
do so.
The definitive aspect of Retailing is: It starts with making a product, getting customers to notice
it, making them buy it, transferring the actual physical possession of the goods to the buyer,
collecting their feedback and using it for the next time you make new products and repeat the
cycle from step one all over again. The race started when the Digital Natives started digitizing
some steps, so the cycle became smaller and the pace faster. The traditional players have
struggled almost a decade to cope-up, but gladly most of them have dipped their toes in the
digital pond with time. Else, it would have been difficult for them to accommodate the range of
transactions, goods, and vendor management tasks.

As soon as the internet was commercialized, the retailers
started adopting various operational methods. Started with
basic billing systems, manufacturing, and enterprising
resource planning systems; the evolution of technology in
Retail space has seen online listing, digital spending,
database management, supply chain management, artificial
intelligence, Internet of Things, automation, cloud computing,
virtual reality, and the list goes on. Digital Leadership is trying
to blur the lines between physical and digital retailing.
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Major ventures of
Digital leadership

Achieve them by

Re - thinking the value
proposition

Re - mastering the
product/service

Re - mapping the
business community

Adopting customer-first
approch
across the organization

Shifting innovation focus

from complexity of product to
memorable customer experience

Tightening the digital
collaboration

with customer insights looped in

Let us take a closer look at them, one by one and see how some retailers reaped benefits
through Digital Transformation in the Retail Sector.

Customer-centricity
Honestly, customer-centric does not even cut it to what creates brand loyalty in the competitive world we live in today. A brand should be customer-obsessed to earn some brownie points.
The stats say brands that offer superior customer experience are more likely to bring in 5.7 times
more revenue than their immediate competitors. World’s renowned make-up chain Sephora
knows a thing or two about customer experience. As online shopping is giving physical stores a
run for their money, Sephora not only created an immersive e-Shopping experience but also
brought in simple yet effective strategies to keep in-store customers engaged. They have
placed color-coded shopping baskets in a few stores across Europe that indicates whether the
customer would like to be assisted or rather shop alone. The initiative came alive from their
recent customer insights has dramatically improved their average UPT (Units Per Transaction)
by 30%. As the recent CoronaVirus Pandemic is affecting global retailers, Sephora shut the
stores until the end of March 2020 and declared waive-off on shipping charges for online shoppers and extending its return policy to 60 days to be more online-friendly.

A few characteristics observed in retailers that are obsessed with their customers and its
working wonders for them.
They always ensure their customer has an easy and quick gateway to customer
service with real people.
They insist on instilling customer-experience in their internal communications.
They align and periodically re-align their marketing and customer service teams
based on their ROI metrics.
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They value customer quality over quantity.
They are proactive.
They factor in customer satisfaction scores as part of employee recognition and
compensation bonuses.

Shifting innovation focus
Modernization is often misapprehended as complexity. Amusing the customers is good but
there are other aspects to keep in mind before turning ideas into products or services. They are
– ease of use, cost, customer readiness, time to market, competing counterparts, social
conditions, etc. Businesses that balanced all these aspects always find themselves in the front
row.
Recently, a luxury retail giant’s new leadership went one step ahead in implementing it. They
looked at Digital presence as ‘Digital store’ than a ‘Door to store’. Their strategy for seamless
digital customer experience is any/any/any – any device, any channel, or any touchpoint. In
extension to that, they have shelved their extravagant tech innovation center and routed those
investments to creating and enhancing tech-enabled customer experience in their stores.
Though the decision raised a few eyebrows, it worked well for them. The retail mammoth has
witnessed an increasingly visible growth in their store walk-ins compared to any of their
competitive counterparts in luxury retail.
Simplifying the innovation and personalization on the run does wonders. The world’s second
largest Auto-manufacturer is also known for its creative product promotions. As part of their
Digital Transformation evolution, they have introduced interactive digital dealerships & product
exploring applications. Due to various reasons ranging from app performance to lack of
user-engagement elements, they have faced a decline from their users during 2012. But they
came back twice as strong with their new AR-driven campaign. They took advantage of their
new AI ventures and created an ultra-simplified immersive AR experience that allows its users
to explore all the features of their automobile features up and close. With a hint of Mixed Reality
technologies, they have even created virtual vehicles that let the customer smell and get a
tactile feel of the new car before even stepping into it. Ladies and gentlemen, that is customer
centric innovation!

Customer insights for prescriptive accuracy
Across sectors, satisfied customers spend more, exhibit brand loyalty and enable conditions
that encourage organizations to step into new ventures. It is true that modern buyers are stoked
by digital-first attackers and a powerful weapon in traditional players’ quiver to fight back is
piles of seasoned data. With the help of data-turned-analytics and artificial intelligence, we can
detect patterns – patterns of customer behavior, market fluctuations, demand variations, etc.
Data modeling has evolved as a crucial part of the next-generation business operating model.
The digital forerunners are already employing dedicated teams (home-grown or outsourced)
to capture first-hand data, customer journey and turn that into a framework that can offer an
actionable perspective.
An enormous hypermarket chain that has thousands of stores across the globe is partnered
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with various advertising and marketing firms to handle promotions and customer experience
programs. According to their recent numbers, over 160 million shoppers visit their online and
physical stores every week, just in the USA. Out of which 90% of the shopping is done in-store.
Lately, their digital transformation steering team made sure all the initiatives are data-driven.
They started hiring young fresh-out-of-college people to serve in stores, evolving their omnichannel strategies gradually, stepped up their in-store digitization game and most importantly
their tailored gift suggestion app ShopyCat, delivery app Goodies – they are all data-led decisions which are working great for the company right now.
As much as they are proving that ‘although the digital marketplaces like Amazon gained popularity, people still prefer physical shopping spaces if they meet their digital experience expectations’. Talking at a recent event, company’s CEO said that they are currently processing 40 petabytes of data every day and their largest private cloud solution is enabling them to process 2.5
petabytes of data per hour. Having infrastructure and talent that can enable data integration
into organizational strategy is not an option anymore.

Some of the best practices across retail verticals that can improve the efficiency of data:
Conducting redesign workshops
Shortening feedback loops and enabling quick response
Taking post-launch testing practices religiously
Finding ways for seamless integration between new and existing channels (including
non-digital channels)
Rendering the customer journey as a clickable prototype for better simulation
Creating data fetching mechanisms in every media/marketing activity including SEO
and SEA

Retail as a business is no longer just about the products but is about customers. They no longer
can make money by optimizing their product-driven processes.
If retailers are determined to transform themselves from product-centric to customer-centric,
they must succeed in moving from efficiency to flexibility, from optimization to inspiration. The
volumes of customer insights (not just data) a company can generate and their pace of acting
upon those insights are more crucial in growth than how fast they can create and bring a product out. Digital experience decides the business’s lifespan.
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imagine { } automate

Qentelli is a services provider helping organizations bring their native mindset into the digital
medium using technology as an enabler positively contributing to Top-line and Bottomline. Qentelli accelerates such transformational engagements through the adoption of
mainstream technologies such as DevOps, Automation; cutting-edge technologies such as
Machine Learning, Deep Learning; and our home-grown AI-infused frameworks.
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